
CC100 Compact
Compact Size, Incredible Performance
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Based on the proven CC100 range,  
the Compact makes the most of  
tight space. No compromise has  
been made to ensure that incredible 
results can be achieved even when 
space is at a premium.



Small footprint
We have packed all the below features 
into a machine measuring only  
524mm W x 510mm H x 512mm D

7 Litre boiler
Great capacity for steam and hot water

2 x Steam wands
Meaning the machine can be operated 
easily in tight spaces or when obscured 
on one side.

Tall cup as standard
With custom made wire cup stand  
for smaller cups and espresso.

Attractive design
Full stainless steel construction, 
including optional colour side panels 
red, white or black. 

PID Temperature control
Allows the user to adjust water 
temperature to perfectly complement 
their coffee.

Pre-Infusion
Espresso and double espresso button 
– this ensures consistent extraction and 
helps ‘smooth out’ poor tamping. 

Auto GRP cleaning
To ensure perfect performance  

Cleaning kit
Included with every machine.

Eco mode
Drops boiler temp to 60°C at the touch 
of two buttons – perfect for overnight 
or during quiet/closed periods.

2500KW element
provides ample power whilst remaining 
flexible enough to be plugged into a 
standard 13amp socket 

Pod and capsule
adaptors available
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 2 Group Compact  

Height (mm)  500 

Width (mm)  524 

Depth (mm)  512

Weight (kg)  50

Boiler size (Litres)  7

Element size  (W)  2500

Total wattage (W)  2700 

Available in Black, White and Red


